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THE "MEN AT WORK" sign is as much a part of the jobsite as hard hats and bulldozers, 

and it’s one of the images most commonly associated with the construction industry. But 

although it’s probably unintentional, these signs overlook a fact that’s becoming harder for the 

industry to ignore – women work on construction sites, too. 



One construction company wants to turn that antiquated notion on its head. And as a first 

step, the company is revising its own signs to read "Men and Women at Work." 

New York-based Plaza Construction, an AGC of Metropolitan Washington D.C. and AGC 

of New York State LLC member, started posting the signs on its jobsites earlier this year to 

acknowledge that construction sites are not exclusive to male workers. That’s especially true at 

Plaza, where women work as estimators, project managers, superintendents and other positions 

both on-site and in the office. 

"Clearly, we’re trying to make a statement with that and make people aware of things we’ve 

always done," says Chris Mills, chief operating officer for Plaza Construction. 

Women account for one-quarter of the workforce for Plaza, which is the seventhlargest 

construction company in New York and has additional regional offices. That’s nearly 16 

percentage points higher than the industry average; according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (BLS), women accounted for 9.1 percent of the construction work force in 2017. 

To support women entering the construction field, Plaza offers a mentoring and 

development program to new and existing hires of both genders. On its jobsites, Plaza conducts 

sensitivity training for creating a gender-neutral work environment and provides separate 

women’s bathrooms that undergo regular cleanliness checks. 

These practices aren’t necessarily new for Plaza. Workplace equality has been part of the 

company’s culture since the day it was founded. It was a family-owned business from its 

inception in 1986 until its acquisition in 2014. 

"We’ve had men and women working on projects side by side, in all of the different roles 

you can play on a construction project, for as long as I can remember," Mills says. 

More recently, a few different trends have converged that got Plaza’s decision makers 

thinking more about diversity and inclusion. For one, the #MeToo movement has raised public 

awareness about women’s workplace issues. Meanwhile, construction companies have been 

struggling with labor shortages. Plaza’s team realized those shortages are creating more 

opportunities for women to access the higher-paying jobs and long-term employment 

possibilities the construction industry offers. 



 

Plaza recently hired four female graduates of the Construction Engineering and 

Management master’s degree program at Columbia University. One of those graduates had 

previously worked at the firm as an intern. 

As with other fields, there’s been a greater focus in the construction industry on the human 

capital side of the business in the last two decades. "Twenty years ago, the focus was on 

insurance programs and payroll. Nowadays, it’s finally come front and center because the 

product we sell is our people – our people performing services for our clients," Mills says. 

CULTURAL SHIFT 

As a 34-year veteran of the construction industry, Jacqueline Horowitz can recall a time 

when she worked for a company where she had to bring coffee and lunch to the men working in 

the field, even though she had the same degree and qualifications they did. Today, she works for 

Plaza as project executive on what will become the tallest tower in New Jersey – the $600 

million 99 Hudson project. 

"When you get that opportunity, that speaks for itself," Horowitz says. 

Horowitz appreciates that Plaza values its employees based on ability, not gender. "They 

look at their qualifications and what they bring to the table – which is the right way," she says. 

Plaza’s female-friendly work environment has helped women balance their jobs and 

families. One former Plaza employee decided to return to the company because the schedule fit 

her needs as a single mom. Most jobs in construction start earlier in the day and finish earlier in 



the afternoon, and those hours allowed her to work around her daughter’s school and activity 

schedule. 

"A flexible schedule is one of the reasons potential candidates are attracted to Plaza," says 

Alison Knowles, the company’s vice president of human resources. 

Technology offers another benefit to construction industry workers. The industry has been 

taking more steps to adopt new technologies that allow people to work remotely. "If they can 

work remotely one or two days a week and still be able to accomplish their jobs, I think it would 

make the industry that much more appealing to moms who left the industry to raise children but 

want to come back in," Mills says. 

Career development is available to all Plaza employees, but it can be particularly attractive 

to women, Knowles says. "In a male-dominated industry, it’s extremely important for [women] 

to know they’re getting the same opportunities as the guy sitting next to them," she says. 

Plaza recently rolled out a new ethics and compliance training program and is about to 

launch workplace harassment and development training. Although state law now mandates this 

training, plans to develop these programs were in progress before the law took effect. 

Kendry Frias is one Plaza employee who has benefited from the firm’s willingness to train. 

She started out as an assistant project manager right out of college and has worked her way up to 

project executive. 

"Everyone here was always so willing to teach me," she says. "That’s why I’ve stayed here 

for so long." 

Plaza’s culture of acceptance is part of what has kept Frias there for 20 years. "There’s no 

distinction. We are all team members," she says. 

CLOSING LABOR, GENDER GAPS 

There’s still progress to be made in recruiting women to work in construction. Knowles 

says that for every 10 resumes that come in, only one belongs to a woman. The upshot is that 

maintaining a diverse workplace can be a selling point when recruiting, too, she says. 

To further its plans to plug the gaps of the labor shortage, Plaza’s leadership wants to tap 

into the pool of talent that was swept away by the 2008 economic crisis. Mills points out that 

when the economy turned, a lot of people left the industry. Some of them were people who had 

just started and lost their jobs; others were people who decided to avoid the industry altogether. 

"These professionals would have 10 to 12 years of experience now. And that’s the gap," he says. 

It’s likely some of those professionals included women, whose exit from the industry 

coincided with their decision to start families. "Maybe now, they’re choosing to reenter the 

workforce. And we’d like to get them back into the construction industry," Mills says. To that 

end, Mills says Plaza is examining some of its existing practices to develop a formal workplace 

and inclusion program. 



Mills describes the idea that women and men are incapable of doing the same jobs as a 

foreign concept. "I couldn’t even imagine telling one of my daughters that she can’t do 

something because she’s a girl," he says. 

That’s why taking steps to close the gender gap is important for Plaza. And publicly 

acknowledging that jobsites are a place where women and men work, side by side, is just the 

start. 

"It says a lot about where we’re heading, as a company," Frias says. "I think it’s going to 

benefit not just the women, but also clients and how they perceive Plaza – that it’s not just a 

men’s construction company; it’s a group of professionals." 


